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Abstract: During the last two decades, three-dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED) has undergone
a renaissance, starting with the introduction of precession (Precession Electron Diffraction Tomog-
raphy, PEDT) that led to variations on the idea of collecting as much of the diffraction space as
possible in order to solve crystal structures from sub-micron sized crystals. The most popular of these
acquisition methods is based on the continuous tilting/rotation of the crystal (so-called Microcrystal
Electron Diffraction, MicroED) akin to the oscillating crystal method in X-ray crystallography, which
was enabled by the increase of sensitivity and acquisition speed in electron detectors. While 3D ED
data is more complex than the equivalent X-ray data due to the higher proportion of dynamical
scattering, the same basic principles of what is required in terms of data quality and quantity in order
to solve a crystal structure apply; high completeness, high data resolution and good signal-to-noise
statistics on measured reflection intensities. However, it may not always be possible to collect data
in these optimum conditions, the most common limitations being the tilt range of the goniometer
stage, often due to a small pole piece gap or the use of a non-tomography holder, or the position of
the sample on the TEM grid, which may be too close to a grid bar and then the specimen of interest
becomes occluded during tilting. Other factors that can limit the quality of the acquired data include
the limited dynamic range of the detector, which can result on truncated intensities, or the sensitivity
of the crystal to the electron beam, whereby the crystallinity of the particle is changing under the
illumination of the beam. This limits the quality and quantity of the measured intensities and makes
structure analysis of such data challenging. Under these circumstances, traditional approaches
may fail to elucidate crystal structures, and global optimization methods may be used here as an
alternative powerful tool. In this context, this work presents a systematic study on the application
of a global optimization method to crystal structure determination from 3D ED data. The results
are compared with known structure models and crystal phases obtained from traditional ab initio
structure solution methods demonstrating how this strategy can be reliably applied to the analysis of
partially complete 3D ED data.

Keywords: 3D ED; MicroED; precession electron diffraction; crystal structure determination; global
optimization methods
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1. Introduction

Structure solution of crystalline materials via electron diffraction (ED) methods has
a long history stretching back several decades [1–4]. While the technique has an obvious
appeal of being able to solve structures from the smallest of crystals, it was not widely
adopted owing to major challenges with data collection and analysis. In fact, it was initially
believed that only zone axis diffraction patterns with the corresponding image was the
only method to overcome the interpretation of highly dynamical zone axis data, a very
slow and technically challenging process [5]. The inherent dynamical diffraction effects
present in ED data are due to the 103–4 stronger interactions of electrons with respect to
X-rays, a feature that allows to focus an electron beam to few nanometres but increases the
likelihood of multiple scattering events [6–8].

Direct methods were one of the initially available algorithms for crystal structure
determination that were developed for X-ray diffraction data. This means that the kinematic
theory of diffraction was assumed to process the reflection intensities, i.e., a single scattering
event for each photon interacting with a crystal. Nevertheless, direct methods are based
on statistical distributions that makes them more robust to noise than other approaches,
such as charge-flipping, which uses the measured intensities directly to reconstruct the
crystal phase. This can be seen in the fact that direct methods were developed in an era
when intensities were being measured by eye and categorised into a series of intensity bins,
from strong to weak. However, ED patterns only from zone axes are too dynamical even
for the robustness of direct methods [9].

The key advantage of structure analysis by using a transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) is the ability to probe and extract information from nanometre-sized volumes
of individual crystals/materials, which is often challenging or impossible via traditional
single-crystal X-ray diffraction methods available in most structural analysis laboratories.
It was not until the development of precession electron diffraction (PED) by Vincent and
Midgley [10], and Own [11], as well as the commercial availability of a precession-signal
generator (SpinningSTAR, DigiSTAR from NanoMEGAS SPRL) [12,13], that ED took a
major step forward on the analysis of nanocrystals [12]. PED leads to higher number of
reflections in a diffraction pattern, better integration of reflection intensities and reduced
dynamical effects. Besides structure solution, PED has also been proved to be advantageous
for phase and orientation mapping [14], strain analysis [15] and electron pair distribution
study of nanoparticles [16].

PED demonstrated that collecting data away from the perfectly aligned zone axis was
advantageous by significantly reducing the dynamical diffraction effects due to the inte-
gration of the reflection intensities [10]. This initial idea was then extended by Ute Kolb’s
group, which introduced the sequential acquisition of PED patterns from a random crystal
orientation without the need to find the different zone-axes, further reducing the dynamical
effects, and obtaining a quasi-kinematic ED dataset that enabled direct methods to be robust
enough to solve structures ab initio. The data acquisition was achieved by combining PED
and the acquisition methodology of image tomography, demonstrating for the first time an
efficient method for collecting three-dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED) data, an acqui-
sition routine also known as Precession Electron Diffraction Tomography (PEDT) [17–21].
This is performed by tilting the crystal in 1◦ increments around the tilt axis of the TEM
goniometric stage and recording a diffraction pattern with a precessed beam for each tilt. A
precession angle of 1◦ is usually used to ensure that the diffraction space is integrated ~±1◦

around the stage position, integrating the Bragg reflections on an electron detector in a
manner analogous to the X-ray oscillating crystal method (Figure 1). Data processing is then
followed by different available software, e.g., ADT3D [17,18] distributed by Nanomegas
SPRL [13], RED [22,23] or PETS2 [24], that have been specifically developed to determine
unit cell parameters and extract the recorded reflection intensities from 3D ED data. The
extracted intensities are subsequently used for structure solution using either direct meth-
ods as implemented in SIR software [25–27] or charge-flipping as implemented in Jana
2006 [28,29]. In recent years, the development of CMOS-based detectors for indirect (optical
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fibre coupled) and direct electron detection [30,31] have enabled the collection of ED data
by continuously rotating the crystal [32,33], a method known as MicroED (Microcrystal
Electron Diffraction) [34], thus increasing the easiness to acquire such kind of datasets. With
the rapid advances of 3D ED methods, many X-ray crystallography software packages (e.g.,
XDS, DIALS) [35,36] have also been adapted to process 3D ED data, further lowering the
barrier for X-ray crystallographers to familiarise with ED techniques.
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Direct methods and charge-flipping require high data completeness for successful
and reliable structure determination [37–40]. The continuous rotation approach depends
on the accessibility of modern CMOS-based detectors as well as holders and stages of
large tilt range capabilities. Direct electron cameras like hybrid-pixel detectors are more
sensitive and can detect electrons more efficiently than charge-coupled devices (CCD’s).
In addition, hybrid-pixel detectors have a significantly faster readout mechanism, which
enables the collection of the continually rotating crystal with minimal to no loss of data in
the recorded integrated volume. The higher sensitivity of this technology enables beam
sensitive materials to be collected at very low dose conditions that would not be possible
with a CCD [32]. In circumstances where only a CCD is available, acquiring sufficient high-
quality diffraction data from beam sensitive materials at room temperature is challenging
or, in some cases, impossible to allow a successful ab initio crystal structure determination.
In this situation of low data completeness and/or low resolution, an alternative approach
for crystal structure determination is to apply global optimization methods, since they have
been shown to be a particular powerful tool for the retrieval of crystal phases from powder
X-ray diffraction data [41,42].

Global optimization is a numerical analysis method attempting to find a global mini-
mum or maximum of a so-called “cost function” (which in turn can be a combination of
functions on a given set of variables, here the crystal structure data). Global optimization
methods have been extensively used for solving molecular and ionic structures from pow-
der X-ray diffraction [26,42–51] as well as from ED data [52–54]. This approach requires
generating initial structure models either at random or based on the known molecular
connectivity for organics or known polyhedral geometry for inorganic compounds [55–57].
In global optimization methods, the positions of individual atoms as well as the global shift
and rotation of the molecule and non-constrained torsional angles are free to vary until an
optimal agreement between the observed and calculated reflection intensities is obtained.
Depending on the complexity of the problem, different global optimization techniques such
as Monte Carlo, simulated annealing or genetic algorithms can be employed for structure
analysis [58].

In this work, we present the study of 3D ED data of limited quality and resolution
from four different inorganic crystalline materials to evaluate the feasibility of successful
crystal structure determination. First, the traditional ab initio approaches of direct methods
and charge-flipping are used to find and understand the limitations of low-quality data.
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Then, the obtained structure models are compared to the ones determined from the global
optimization method to show how it can be used as an additional and helpful tool for
crystal structure analysis when only limited or constrained data is available.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Four different known inorganic materials have been studied by means of 3D ED:
PrBa2Cu3O7, BaCuO2, LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2 and LiAl(SiO3)2. PrBa2Cu3O7 is the well-known
Pr123 material that lacks the superconductivity properties of the Y123-type materials [59,60],
while BaCuO2 is always present as an impurity in the Pr123 samples due to antisite defects
(Ba atom on Pr site for Pr123 compound), which has also been previously detected by
powder diffraction [60,61]. LiAl(SiO3)2 (spodumene) is a pyroxene mineral, a single-chain
silicate (inosilicate), that is an important source of lithium for ceramics, mobile phones and
automotive batteries [62]. LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2 is also an inosilicate from the spodumene
family in which the aluminum position has been partially occupied by iron [63–65]. From a
crystallographic point of view, Pr123 grows in an orthorhombic crystal system with space
group Pmmm and lattice parameters a = 3.8605 Å, b = 3.9243 Å and c = 11.6993 Å [60,66].
BaCuO2 is a cubic crystal in the I m3m space group with a = 18.2700 Å [67], and both lithium-
ion compounds are monoclinic crystals with space group C 2/c and the following lattice
parameters: a = 9.474 Å, b = 8.390 Å, c = 5.219 Å and β = 110.07◦ for LiAl(SiO3)2 [60,62],
and a = 9.490 Å, b = 8.426 Å, c = 5.232 Å and β = 110.14◦ for LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2 [65].

2.2. 3D ED Acquisitions

Samples for TEM measurements were prepared by crushing the raw material with
a mortar and pestle to a fine powder. Then, the specimen was dispersed on a 200 mesh
Cu-TEM grid with a continuous amorphous carbon film.

3D ED data were collected with a JEOL 2100 LaB6 TEM operated at 200 kV in TEM
mode with a standard single-tilt JEOL holder, and equipped with a precession signal
generator (SpinningStar, provided by Nanomegas) [13]. A side-entry Gatan ES500W
camera was used for the acquisition of the diffraction data, which is a CCD detector that
views a fluorescent screen tilted 45◦ with respect to the horizontal plane of the TEM. This
detector was one of the first CCD’s available for the TEM market and has a low dynamic
range (12-bit) as well as low sensitivity compared to more modern CCDs. However, it
has been proved that such kind of experimental setup can be used for structure solution
and even structure refinements based on the kinematic and even dynamical theory of
diffraction in some cases [68,69]. Nevertheless, the dataset of LiAl(SiO3)2 was acquired
with a post-column Gatan UltraScan1000 CCD camera (16-bit) placed on a FEI Tecnai F30
TEM operated at 300 kV in STEM mode for quality comparisons.

Diffraction data were acquired in selected-area electron diffraction mode using a
50-µm selected-area aperture, a 70-µm condenser aperture, and a quasi-parallel beam
obtained by spreading the beam across a large area [20,70]. Crystals of around 400 nm
in size were selected in imaging mode and the thin edges of the crystals were utilised.
Although automatic procedures for this kind of experiments are available nowadays [69,71],
diffraction data was collected following a manual procedure. Each targeted crystal was
standing at an arbitrary crystallographic axis orientation and diffraction patterns were
acquired by tilting the holder between −30◦ and +30◦ with a tilt step of 1◦ (maximum
available tilt range according to the used pole pieces and single-tilt holders), consequently
recording 61 diffraction patterns. Each diffraction pattern was recorded with a precession
angle of 1◦, the exception being BaCuO2, where precession was not used to compare results
between PED and non-PED data. The tilting of the goniometric stage was controlled by a
Digital Micrograph script to ensure that each tilt step corresponded to 1◦, which included a
feedback loop in the form of a while and if statements to ensure that the requested tilt angle
was obtained with an error of less than 0.05◦. Crystal tracking was achieved by defocusing
the central beam of the diffraction pattern, whereby it is possible to visualize the crystal
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as a shadow image inside the zero order (non-diffracted) beam of the pattern, correcting
the crystal movement by the x and y shifts of the stage, and refocusing it to collect the
subsequent precessed diffraction pattern.

The ADT3D software (also called eADT [13,72,73]) was used to process the acquired
dataset. This software merges the recorded diffraction patterns into a 3D reconstruction
of the diffraction space accounting for pattern shifts that occur during the acquisition
process. The software then determines the unit cell parameters, indexes the reflections,
and extracts the intensity of the indexed reflections to produce a hkl file ready for crystal
structure determination. Datasets with precession were also processed with PETS2 in order
to analyse the double-peaked rocking curves caused by the reflection integration of the
precession movement [24].

2.3. Structure Determination Tools
Direct Methods & Charge-Flipping

Ab initio crystal structure solutions were obtained via direct methods and the charge-
flipping procedure with the hkl files obtained from ADT3D and PETS2. Direct methods from
the SIR2014 software package with the appropriate ED settings and the charge-flipping
implemented in SUPERFLIP inside the Jana 2006 software suite were used to solve the
crystal structures [28,74–76].

2.4. Global Optimization Method

In contrast to direct methods, a reciprocal space method, and charge-flipping, an
iterative dual space method, the global optimization method typically uses the so-called
“direct-space” approach [45–49]. This means that a complete structure model (including
unit cell parameters, space group and atomic positions) is proposed at first independently
of the diffraction information [46–48,77,78]. Afterwards, this model is repeatedly varied
and evaluated by comparing its calculated diffraction pattern to the experimental one.
The goal is to reduce the so-called “cost function” (e.g., difference between calculated and
experimental diffraction pattern) as far as possible until the global minimum is reached (in
the optimal case). If no other constraints are introduced, this straightforward prescription,
also known as the “Reverse Monte Carlo”-method [79,80], is limited in practice by the fact
that for most crystalline solids the system is quickly trapped in a minimum that does not
correspond to a physically reasonable atomic arrangement. The reason for this lies in the
landscape of the cost function which includes numerous deep local minima [80]. To resolve
(or at least reduce) this problem, prior chemically reasonable knowledge about the crystal
structures, like sensible interatomic distances, connectivity (molecules) or atomic charges
(ions), can be readily applied with the direct-space approach during the structure solution
calculation. For example, in case of molecular structures, the structure solution calculation
can be reduced to the determination of the 3-dimensional rotation and bond angles as well
as the location of the molecule within the unit cell.

In this study we use the global optimization method as it is implemented in the
Endeavour software [50,51]. Endeavour solves crystal structures by applying a combined
global optimization of the differences between the calculated and the measured diffraction
patterns (evaluated by the R factor) and, at the same time, the potential energy of the system
(“Pareto-optimization” [81]) to avoid the aforementioned traps.

Each part of the cost function (potential energy and pattern difference) depends on
all atomic coordinates, thus setting up a high dimensional hypersurface. “Merging” both
hypersurfaces weakens or even eliminates the minima that belong to only one of the
two surfaces and strengthens those which belong to both. Therefore, a sufficiently long
global optimization run should sooner or later reach the global minimum of the system
corresponding to the correct crystal structure.

In principle, any method for the calculation of the potential energy can be used, but the
global optimization often makes ab initio energy calculations not feasible. Ab initio energy
calculations have two drawbacks in this context. First, they are relatively time-consuming
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compared to energy calculations using empirically derived potential functions, while
typical Endeavour runs require millions of energy calculations in a reasonable amount
of time. Second, although they work quite well in equilibrium states, there is always a
certain risk that no convergence can be reached for chemically/physically “unreasonable”
atomic arrangements where the common wave functions and approximations may no
longer be applicable. Both drawbacks are not favorable for a routine application of the
method, especially if non-expert users are involved. Fortunately, it turns out that at
least for inorganic compounds that can be described with ions, a combination of the
corresponding Coulomb forces [82] and a simple repulsion potential parametrized by
minimum interatomic distances is generally sufficient.

In order to find the global minimum of the hypersurface, Endeavour uses “simulated
annealing”, a Monte Carlo-based global optimization method [83]. The idea of “simulated
annealing” is to randomly walk around the hypersurface of the cost function(s), controlled
by an algorithm that does not only walk “downhill” but also accepts modifications that
cause an increase of the cost function with a certain probability (controlled by the “temper-
ature” parameter). In the beginning of the optimization (structure solution calculation), the
“temperature” value (i.e., the control parameter) is rather high, so that the probability that
“bad” modifications are accepted is large and the system can walk around and visit large
parts of the hypersurface of the cost function(s). When the calculation progresses, the “tem-
perature” is reduced more and more, so that the probability to accept “bad” modifications
is decreased. Therefore, the system will most probably be getting trapped in the deepest
minimum (with regard to the number of states), which is supposed to be coincident with
the deepest (hopefully global) minimum of the hypersurface.

In practice, it turns out that despite the inclusion of the potential energy during the
structure solution process the hypersurface created by the two cost function contributions
(R factor and potential energy) can still be rough and difficult to optimize. This is especially
true if space groups with many different special positions and/or high multiplicities of the
general or special positions are used, or diffraction data is of low quality (beam damage,
dynamical diffraction effects, low completeness, missing high resolution reflections, poor
signal-to-noise ratio, etc.). For structures with different special positions or high multiplic-
ities, a small coordinate change of one atom on a special position with high multiplicity
may change the entire structure, thus it may also significantly vary the R factor due to the
number of atoms in the unit cell that are involved. To converge the solution, more weight
is usually given to the long-range Coulomb potential energy instead of the contribution
from the diffraction data (R factor), otherwise the correct atoms positions are challenging
to obtain.

For crystal structures with larger unit cells and numbers of atoms, the number of
possible atomic positions in the unit cell (possible configurations) increases exponentially.
This causes an exponential increase of computing time for any global optimization method.
To speed up structure solution in such cases it is possible to limit the resolution of the data
in Endeavour. In contrast to other structure solution methods, this does not necessarily
cause a reduced resolution of the structure model since additional information given by
the potential energy is used.

Endeavour can (re-)determine the space group of an arrangement of atoms in a unit cell
(“configuration”) from a triclinic or other crystal system with low space group symmetry
once the structure solution is finalized. The correctness of the space group is confirmed
by geometrical analysis of the unit cell contents (arrangement of atoms) resulting from
the structure solution calculation. In a first step, the symmetry elements in this atomic
arrangement are determined, and, in a second step, the space group is tracked down
by comparing the resulting set of symmetry elements to all possible space groups. For
this, it uses the symmetry finder as it is implemented in the program Kplot developed by
R. Hundt et al. [84,85].

Although Endeavour has first been developed for the solution of crystal structures
from X-ray or neutron diffraction data, it can also be applied to ED data. Endeavour
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transforms all diffraction data into a powder diffraction-like format for display purposes,
although it internally uses 3D diffraction data for structure solution. The adjustment of
Endeavour for electron diffraction is firstly reported here as a tool to be systematically
applied to 3D ED data. For this, Endeavour uses atomic form factors calculated from X-ray
scattering factors by applying the Mott-Bethe formula [86]. The effect of precession is
modelled in Endeavour using a formula provided by P. Moeck [87]. Dynamical effects are
not considered in the calculation of the reflection intensities.

It should be noted that the combined cost function approach implemented in Endeav-
our works best if the potential energy includes long-range interactions like the Coulomb
forces between differently charged ions. This eliminates (or at least reduces) the danger of
getting trapped in some “unphysical” minimum where, for instance, a lot of cations are
placed directly in contact to each other, which is rather unlikely to be observed in nature.
This “long-range interaction” effect is of course much less prominent in intermetallic or
organic molecule compounds. With metals though, there is another effect that facilitates
the solution of crystal structures using the Endeavour approach: the dense packing of
atoms (especially at increased pressures) leaves little room for alternatives, thus it would
be possible to obtain good quality results when solving crystal structures of intermetallic
compounds. However, this situation becomes more complicated for organic molecule
structures because the covalent bonds between neutral atoms cause the structures to be
less dense packed while at the same time miss the long-range directing interactions of
Coulomb forces.

Endeavour can also be used to complete a partial structure model, by fixing the
positions of known atoms in the crystal structure and have the software search for a limited
number of unknown atom positions. This feature was not utilised in the research presented
here and it will be explored in future work.

3. Results and Discussion

The obtained structure models for each of the four materials under study are hereunder
presented according to the outputs obtained from the three different crystallographic
structure solution methods. Datasets acquired with precession have been processed with
ADT3D and PETS2 software packages in order to produce two hkl files; one in which
the reflection intensity is assigned as the maximum of its rocking curve (ADT3D), and
another one where the reflection intensity is extracted as the scale factor of the fitting of
a double-peaked function to its rocking curve (PETS2). The former will be referred as
max-int file while the latter as fit-int file. Both reflection intensity files are independently
used to find structure solutions with the different methods. For comparison purposes, the
refined unit cell parameters from X-ray data have been used to run the different programs.
Nevertheless, unit cell parameters based on 3D ED data are also provided to show that
they are closely following the values of X-ray studies.

3.1. PrBa2Cu3O7

The reconstruction of the diffraction space from 61 diffraction patterns acquired with 1◦

of precession allowed to determine the following unit cell parameters in ADT3D: a = 3.81 Å,
b = 3.86 Å, c = 11.61 Å, α = 90.2◦, β = 90.0◦ and γ = 90.2◦. These values slightly deviate
from the ones reported by Bertrand et al. (a = 3.8605 Å, b = 3.9243 Å, c = 11.6993 Å, α = 90◦,
β = 90.0◦ and γ = 90◦) [60,66] within the typical 1–5% inaccuracy of unit cell parameters
determined using ED data [20]. The main crystallographic sections of the reconstructed 3D
ED data are shown in Figure 2, which do not show any systematic extinction following the
Pmmm space group.
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Table 1 shows crystallographic parameters and found atom fractional coordinates of
the structure solutions obtained from the different crystallographic methods.

Table 1. Crystallographic experimental parameters of the structure solution of PrBa2Cu3O7 and
their atomic coordinates obtained by direct methods in SIR2014, charge-flipping in Jana2006 and the
global optimization method in Endeavour using the extracted intensities by ADT3D (max-int file)
and PETS2 (fit-int file).

X-ray:
Powder [66]

3D ED with PED

Direct Methods Charge-Flipping Global Optimization

ADT3D PETS2 ADT3D PETS2 ADT3D PETS2

Used Resolution (Å) - 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 - -

Total/Used 1 Refl. (#) - 425/95 426/96 425/96 426/97 425 426

Completeness (%) - 40.4 39.8 41.3 40.2 - -

Rint (%) 2 - 11.4 13.5 11.4 13.5 11.4 13.5

R(F)/R1(obs) (%) 3 - 10.7 11.0 37.5 56.6 59.35 5 60.89 5

RMSD 4 - 0.123 0.079 0.013 0.104 0.130 0.120

Atomic fractional coordinates (x, y, z)

Pr1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Ba1 0.5 0.5 0.1804 0.5 0.5 0.165 0.0 0.0
0.159 0.5 0.5 0.177 0.5 0.5 0.164 0.5 0.5 0.185 0.5 0.5 0.185

Cu1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cu2 0.0 0.0 0.3515 0.0 0.0 0.293 0.0 0.0 0.336 0.0 0.0 0.349 0.0 0.0 0.320 0.0 0.0 0.359 0.0 0.0 0.359

O1 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 Not found Not found Not found 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0

O2 0.0 0.0 0.168 Not found Not found Not found Not found 0.0 0.0 0.181 0.0 0.0 0.178

O3 0 0.5 0.365 Not found Not found Not found Not found 0.0 0.5 0.391 0 0.5 0.390

O4 0.5 0 0.383 0.5 0.0
0.3655 Not found Not found Not found 0.5 0.0 0.391 0.5 0 0.389

1 Used reflections refer to symmetrically independent reflections up to the used resolution. 2 As given by SIR2014 for ADT3D
hkl files and as given by PETS2 for PETS2 hkl files.R(F) as given by SIR2014 for direct methods solutions and R1(obs) as
given by Jana. 3 2006 calculated from the obtained charge-flipping solutions. 4 Calculated in SIR2014 only from the found
atoms. 5 Calculated by Endeavour software after the global optimization of the structure.
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3.1.1. Direct Methods

The use of the max-int file reported all the metal atoms present in the compound and
two of the four symmetrically independent oxygens. Three more ghost atoms are given
by the program, but they do not make chemical sense and they are more likely related
to termination errors as they appear close to special positions. Although both oxygens
are very close to their reference positions, one of the Cu atoms is placed 0.7 Å away from
the reference one, which would require further refinements including the two missing
oxygens to check if this copper is then properly positioned. When the fit-int file is used
for comparison, the four metal atoms are correctly spotted with much better accuracy
(up to 0.25 Å) than the result from the max-int file, but oxygen positions could not be found,
even with several ghost atoms appearing in the solution. Although the R(F) value is quite
good in both cases (10.7% and 11.0%, respectively), the low completeness of the dataset
(around 40%) limits the capability of the algorithm to correctly identify all atom positions.

3.1.2. Charge-Flipping

The use of both extracted intensity files to run charge-flipping reported similar results
to the ones obtained from direct methods. For the max-int file, metal atoms are much
better positioned (up to 0.04 Å with respect to the reference), although oxygen positions
are not located. In the case of the fit-int file, oxygen positions are still not found, and metal
atoms are placed with a maximum difference with respect to the reference structure of
0.4 Å. The R1(obs) accounts to 37.5% and 56.6%, respectively, which is quite different to
the values obtained in SIR2014 but comes as a result of how the R factor is calculated in
each software package (SIR2014 also includes ghost atoms in the structure model after
finishing the execution of direct methods). More interesting is the difference between
the R1(obs) of the two obtained models in Jana2006. This points out how the higher
displacement of the Cu2 atom highly changes the calculated reflection intensities, increases
the difference between calculated and observed reflections and thus pushes up the figure-
of-merit, providing a hint that some refinement cycles may bring this atomic position to the
correct place. Nevertheless, there are no significant differences between these incomplete
models and the ones obtained with direct methods, arguing that the low completeness is
also a problem for the charge-flipping algorithm.

3.1.3. Global Optimization Method

Extracted reflection intensities from ADT3D and PETS were individually used to run
the global optimization method. Unit cell parameters as reported in the literature [60,66],
space group Pmmm, chemical moiety formula (Pr1Ba2Cu3O7), number of formula units
per unit cell (Z = 1), and oxidation states of the atoms (Ba = +2, Pr = +4, O = −2, Cu = +2)
were used as input. As reflection intensities may not be too accurate and the structure has
many special positions, the potential energy descriptor was given more weight than the
R factor (0.95 potential energy vs. 0.05 R factor). All individual reflections including the
Friedel pairs were used instead of any merging of symmetry equivalent reflections.

For both types of extracted intensities, all atomic coordinates (heavy and light atoms)
were successfully determined, and correctness of the structures were measured using the
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) with respect to the X-ray reference structure found in
the literature (RMSD 0.130 Å for max-int and RMSD 0.120 Å for fit-int). The R values for
both structures were very similar (R factor for max-int: 59.35%, R factor for fit-int: 60.89%).
The Pmmm space group was also correctly confirmed after the determination of the crystal
structure. Maximum position shifts observed for one of the O3 atom was 0.3 Å for both
structures (Figure 3). It is also worth to point out that the correct atomic positions were
also obtained using equal contribution of potential energy vs. R factor for both types of
extracted intensities, but for better structural accuracy (low RMSD) the higher weight of
the potential energy was used during the final global optimization process.
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timization for the PrBa2Cu3O7 compound by using the two differently extracted reflection intensities
(left: structure from max-int hkl file, right: structure from fit-int hkl file).

3.2. BaCuO2

The reconstruction of the diffraction space from 61 diffraction patterns acquired with-
out the use of precession allowed the determination of the following unit cell parameters in
ADT3D: a = 18.20 Å, b = 18.13 Å, c = 18.26 Å, α = 90.2◦, β = 90.1◦ and γ = 89.3◦. The values
are slightly different from the ones reported by Kipka et al. [67] (a = b = c = 18.2700 Å,
α = β = γ = 90◦) and they are inside the typical 1–5% inaccuracy of unit cell parameters
determined using ED data [20]. The 0kl and hhl crystallographic sections of the recon-
structed 3D ED data are shown in Figure 4. The 0kl section indicates the reflection condition
h + k = 2n, while in the hhl section the l = 2n is fulfilled, thus matching to the systematic
extinctions of the expected Im3m space group. It was not possible to collect another dataset
with precession from the same sample as beam damage was observed. As there is no data
with beam precession, only the max-intensity reflection file was used for structure analysis.
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Table 2 shows crystallographic parameters and found atom fractional coordinates of
the structure solutions obtained from the different crystallographic methods.

3.2.1. Direct Methods

One of the challenges to obtain structure models from materials like BaCuO2 is to find
the positions of partially occupied atoms. In this case, one of the Cu atoms is half-occupied
and one of the oxygen atoms is quarter-occupied. Also note that, even if the crystalline
structure is highly symmetric, which results in a completeness of 100%, the crystal contains
14 symmetry-independent atoms.
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Table 2. Crystallographic experimental parameters of the structure solution of BaCuO2 and their
atomic coordinates obtained by direct methods in SIR2014, charge-flipping in Jana2006 and the global
optimization method in Endeavour using the extracted intensities by ADT3D (max-int file).

X-ray:
Single-Crystal [67]

3D ED without PED

Direct Methods Charge-Flipping Global Optimization

Used Resolution (Å) - 0.87 0.87 -

Total/Used 1 Refl. (#) - 14719/514 14719/514 14719

Completeness (%) - 99.4 100 -

Rint (%) 2 - 60.2 60.2

R(F)/R1(obs) (%) 3 - 15.6 116.1 112.50 5

RMSD 4 - 0.069 0.382 0.698

Atomic fractional coordinates (x, y, z, a)

Ba1 0.0 0.151 0.31 0.0 0.1455 0.3051 0.0 0.2916 0.1831 0 0.1396 0.3283

Ba2 0.0 0.364 0.364 0.0 0.3646 0.3646 0.0 0.3475 0.3475 0.137 0.137 0.5

Ba3 0.177 0.177 0.177 0.1785 0.1785 0.1785 0.1335 0.1335 0.1335 0.1710 0.1710 0.1710

Ba4 0.0 0.0 0.0 Not found Not found 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cu1 0.25 0.15 0.35 0.25 0.1519 0.3481 0.2659 0.1014 0.3827 0.25 0.1445 0.3555

Cu2 0.0 0.125 0.125 0.0 0.1177 0.1177 Not found 0.0 0.1281 0.1281

Cu3 0.206 0.0 0.0 0.2259 0.0 0.0 0.1502 0.0 0.0 -

Cu4 0.43 0.0 0.0 (0.5) 0.4302 0.0 0.0 (1) 0.3701 0.0 0.0 (1) -

O1 0.072 0.072 0.186 Not found 0.0911 0.0911 0.2380 -

O2 0.144 0.144 0.343 0.1488 0.1488 0.3151 Not found 0.1497 0.1497 0.3283

O3 0.267 0.267 0.085 0.2637 0.2637 0.0897 Not found -

O4 0.25 0.0 0.5 0.25 0.0 0.5 Not found 0.25 0.0 0.5

O5 0.338 0.0 0.0 Not found Not found -

O6 0.0 0.112 0.44 (0.25) Not found Not found -
1 Used reflections refer to symmetrically independent reflections up to the used resolution. 2 As given by SIR2014 for ADT3D
hkl files and as given by PETS2 for PETS2 hkl files. 3 R(F) as given by SIR2014 for direct methods solutions and R1(obs)
as given by Jana2006 calculated from the obtained charge-flipping solutions. 4 Calculated in SIR2014 only from the found
atoms. 5 Calculated by Endeavour software after the global optimization of the structure.

The retrieval of a structure solution as complete as possible with respect to the reference
structure was not an easy task in this case. After some trials of slight changes in composition
and resolution used for direct methods, a partial structure model could be obtained. The
correct composition of 90 Ba, 90 Cu and 180 O that takes into account the partially occupied
elements and a resolution of 0.87 Å were used. In this way, three of the six O positions,
three of the four Ba positions and all Cu positions were found in a structure solution given
by SIR2014 that contained 15 assigned atoms, five of which were ghost ones.

The R(F) for the obtained structure model (including ghost atoms) was 15.6%, but a
closer look to how this solution resembles to the reference structure shows a high position
deviation for some atoms. The maximum deviation for the found oxygens is about 0.5 Å,
0.4 Å for copper atoms and 0.1 Å for barium ones, a difference that can be confirmed by the
high RMSD. The accuracy of the derived model could be improved by some refinement
cycles. Furthermore, the high Rint value reported by SIR2014 demonstrates how the
reflection intensities poorly follow the symmetry relations of the m3m Laue class. Low
dynamic range of the detector with poor signal-to-noise ratio, beam damage and the
possible dynamical effects due to beam precession absence might be associated with the
poor data quality, which ultimately gets reflected in the obtained structure model.
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3.2.2. Charge-Flipping

After several attempts with Superflip, it was found that a resolution of 0.87 Å and a
fixed atomic displacement parameter (ADP) of 2 Å2 allowed to obtain a partial structure
solution. In this case, most of the heavy elements were identified but only one of the six
oxygens could be identified. However, the majority of the atom positions were deviated
between 1.0 Å and 1.4 Å with respect to the reference model. In some cases, atoms had
a high displacement close to partially occupied or special positions. For instance, Cu1
should be sitting in a special position, but Superflip assigned its position to a peak near the
special one, resulting in a position shift of 1.1 Å. In another case, Cu4 should be a partially
occupied atom, but the program assigns a fully occupied atom between its correct position
and the close-by and fully occupied oxygen (O5), which leads to a final mismatch of 1.1 Å.

Owing to this highly inaccurate structure model, a final R1(obs) of 116.1% is obtained
as well as a very high RMSD, which indicates how wrong is the structure with respect
to the reference one and shows that, in this example, the structure solution from direct
methods is better.

3.2.3. Global Optimization Method

The unit cell parameters as reported in the literature [67], space group I m3m, chem-
ical moiety formula (Ba1 Cu1 O2), number of formula units per unit cell (Z = 90), atom
oxidation states (Ba = +2, Cu = +2, O = −2) and extracted reflection intensities were used as
input for global optimization. During the structure solution process, no further merging
of symmetry equivalent reflections including the Friedel pairs was performed. Due to
low quality data and a space group with several special positions and high multiplicity,
a higher weight was given to the potential energy descriptor rather than the R factor
(0.95 potential energy vs. 0.05 R factor).

Another challenge for BaCuO2 structure was that there are atomic positions with par-
tial occupation. This feature is currently not yet available for structure solution calculations
in Endeavour. For the moment, one has to assume fully occupied positions. Unfortunately,
it normally only works if the change of electrostatic potential at a certain position is not
overly large. In the case of BaCuO2, there is a half-occupied Cu placed on the special posi-
tion 12e, so increasing the site occupation factor of this Cu from 0.5 to 1.0 will significantly
change the scattering density and hence the reflection intensities. Furthermore, structure
solutions with larger unit cell dimensions by global optimization methods take more time
to complete. The procedure was sped up by using a restricted dataset that only included
reflections up to a 2θ value of 1◦, which corresponds to a minimum d-spacing of about
1.44 Å (calculated for a wavelength of 0.0251 Å, the equivalent of electrons accelerated
at 200 kV). During the structure solution process some of the ghost atom positions were
removed and one of the Cu atom positions were renamed as O atom positions. By increas-
ing the influence of the potential energy and the use of a restricted number of reflection
intensities, it was possible to determine all the Ba atomic positions, two Cu atoms and two
O atom positions successfully (RMSD 0.698 Å). This final solution took approximately 17 h
on a Windows PC with Pentium i3 processors at 3.9 GHz.

3.3. LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2

The reconstruction of the diffraction space from 58 diffraction patterns acquired with
1◦ of precession allowed the determination of the following unit cell parameters in ADT3D:
a = 9.42 Å, b = 8.49 Å, c = 5.28 Å, α = 89.9◦, β = 109.9◦ and γ = 90.0◦. Such values are slightly
different from the ones reported by Iezzi et al. [65] (a = 9.490 Å, b = 8.426 Å, c = 5.232 Å
and β = 110.14◦) and they are inside the typical 1–5% error of electron diffraction [20]. The
main crystallographic sections of the reconstructed 3D ED data are shown in Figure 5. The
0kl crystallographic section exhibits the reflection condition k = 2n, while the h0l fulfils
the following condition h, l = 2n. Unfortunately, the hk0 section does not have enough
information to properly assert that systematic extinctions appear when h + k 6= 2n, which
would confirm the expected C 2/c space group. When dealing with unknown structures,
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the large missing cone of low angular range 3D ED datasets may cause difficulties in the
symmetry determination of the crystal under study.
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Table 3 shows crystallographic parameters and found atom fractional coordinates of
the structure solutions obtained from the different crystallographic methods.

Table 3. Crystallographic experimental parameters of the structure solution of LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2

and their atomic coordinates obtained by direct methods in SIR2014, charge-flipping in Jana2006 and
the global optimization method in Endeavour using the extracted intensities by ADT3D (max-int file)
and PETS2 (fit-int file).

X-ray:
Single-Crystal

[65]

3D ED with PED

Direct Methods Charge-Flipping Global Optimization

ADT3D PETS2 ADT3D PETS2 ADT3D PETS2

Used Resolution (Å) - 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 - -

Total/Used 1 Refl. (#) - 7007/312 1670/322 7007/313 1670/323 7007 1670

Completeness (%) - 52.7 54.4 53.3 54.8 - -

Rint (%) 2 - 10.0 19.3 10.0 19.3 10.0 19.3

R(F)/R1(obs) (%) 3 - 16.5 15.3 71.8 65.8 94.27 5 76.32 5

RMSD 4 - 0.026 0.015 0.063 0.020 0.056 0.105

Atomic fractional coordinates (x, y, z)

Li1 0.0 0.2746 0.25 Not found Not found Not found Not found 0.0 0.2734 0.25 0.0 0.2609 0.25

Al1/Fe1 0.0 0.9067 0.25 0.0 0.0973 0.75 0.0 0.0981 0.75 0.0 0.0989 0.75 0.0 0.0980 0.75 0.500 0.404 0.25 0.500 0.408 0.25

Si1 0.2941 0.0935
0.2559

0.2926 0.0904
0.2509

0.2948 0.0913
0.2544

0.2922 0.0983
0.2491

0.2901 0.0937
0.2528

0.2956 0.0905
0.2572

0.3003 0.0888
0.2648

O1 0.1096 0.0825
0.1404

0.1012 0.0851
0.1385

0.1064 0.0809
0.1414

0.1157 0.0726
0.1488

0.1091 0.0803
0.1412

0.1172 0.0896
0.1483

0.1141 0.0836
0.1499

O2 0.3647 0.2669
0.3004

0.3737 0.2638
0.3040

0.3682 0.2635
0.3032

0.3800 0.2613
0.2826

0.3732 0.2644
0.3040

0.3589 0.2620
0.2890

0.3619 0.2560
0.2933

O3 0.3565 0.9867
0.0585

0.3546 0.9872
0.0549

0.3569 0.9876
0.0566 Not found 0.3561 0.9870

0.0558
0.3537

−0.014 0.0625
0.3532

−0.013 0.0576

1 Used reflections refer to symmetrically independent reflections up to the used resolution. 2 As given by SIR2014 for ADT3D
hkl files and as given by PETS2 for PETS2 hkl files. 3 R(F) as given by SIR2014 for direct methods solutions and R1(obs)
as given by Jana2006 calculated from the obtained charge-flipping solutions. 4 Calculated in SIR2014 only from the found
atoms. 5 Calculated by Endeavour software after the global optimization of the structure.

3.3.1. Direct Methods

The elemental composition provided to direct methods is a key factor for a correct
structure solution from ED data because it is associated with the scattering factors that
have to be used for the crystal structure determination procedure. However, a composition
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of 0.8Al + 0.2Fe, 1.0Al or 1.0Fe in the octahedron position did not significantly change the
outcome of this method, thus a fully occupied iron (Fe) position was used. Furthermore,
neither direct methods nor charge-flipping are able to give ab initio partially occupied
positions, which leaves this structural characterization step to structure refinement.

By using the max-int file or the fit-int file, the whole structure model could be retrieved
except for the lithium positions. In both cases, more than 10 ghost atoms are given by
SIR2014, but none of them corresponded to the accurate position of lithium. A maximum
atom position difference of 0.09 Å is found for one of the oxygens of the structure model
related to the max-int file, while a value of 0.04 Å is found for two of the oxygens and iron
for the solution of the fit-int file.

The R(F) values are 16.5% and 15.3% for the max-int and fit-int structure solutions,
respectively. Since both structure models contain the same amount of ghost atoms, it is clear
that the difference between them comes from the better accuracy of the model obtained
from the fit-int file, also confirmed by the RMSD (0.015 against 0.026).

3.3.2. Charge-Flipping

Charge-flipping was initially performed with the max-int file and a fixed composition
for peak search with a fully occupied iron (Fe) in the octahedron position. All atoms were
found except for one of the oxygens and the lithium, which Superflip assigned to other
peaks from the calculated electrostatic potential. However, one of the correctly spotted
oxygens is deviated about 0.2 Å with respect to the reference position. When the fit-int
file is instead used, the obtained structure solution is enhanced. All non-lithium atoms
are properly located with a maximum deviation of 0.08 Å (corresponding to one of the
oxygens) in comparison to the reference model.

The R1(obs) is 71.8% for max-int reflections and 65.8% for fit-int reflections. Such high
values are obtained mainly because atoms do not have ADP values that properly fit the
electrostatic potential, and they would require further refinement steps to improve it. It is
also worth to point out how the RMSD jumps for the max-int solution due to the highly
deviated oxygen (0.063 against 0.020).

3.3.3. Global Optimization Method

The unit cell parameters as reported in the literature [63], space group C 2/c, chemical
moiety formula (Li1 Al1 Si2 O6), number of formula units per unit cell (Z = 4), atom
oxidation states (Li = +1, Al= +3, Si = +4, O = −2) and both extracted reflection inten-
sities were used as input for global optimization. As previous optimization processes,
no further merging of symmetry equivalent reflections and Friedel pair reflections was
performed. Though the structure has partially occupied Al positions, Endeavour cannot
accommodate partial occupancy for the global optimization, so it was assumed that the
structure does not contain any Fe atom. Since the ratio of Fe/Al is rather low (1:4) and the
electron scattering coefficients of Fe and Al are not highly different, the error introduced
by replacing the Fe atoms with Al is limited with respect to the scattering power at the
corresponding atomic position. During the initial global optimization, equal weight was
given to the Columbic potential energy and the R factor, but it turns out that either there
are many additional ghost atoms in the structure, or the entire structure solution did not
converge to the right model. This could be because of the low quality of the data, thus
a new global optimization was performed using higher weight to the potential energy
(0.95 potential energy vs. 0.05 R factor). With this new weight scheme, structure solution
converged, and correct models were obtained from both extracted reflection intensities.
Interestingly, Li atom position was also determined, which is always a challenge from direct
methods or charge-flipping as Li atoms are mobile in nature with low scattering power. A
RMSD of 0.056 Å was obtained for the structure using the max-int reflections, whereas the
structure obtained using the fit-int reflections have a RMSD of 0.105 Å (Figure 6). Although
the atomic structures are correct, high R values (94.27% for max-int reflections and 76.32%
for fit-int reflections) were obtained for the final model in the global optimization process.
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The latter is potentially related to noise from the high-resolution reflections which has been
included during the global optimization process and finally used to calculate the R value
of the obtained solution from global optimization process. Additionally, C2/c symmetry
of the solved structure after global optimization process has also been confirmed by the
symmetry finder module available in Endeavour.
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3.4. LiAl(SiO3)2

The reconstruction of the diffraction space from 61 diffraction patterns acquired with
1◦ of precession allowed the determination of the following unit cell parameters in ADT3D:
a = 9.97 Å, b = 8.67 Å, c = 5.478 Å, α = 89.5◦, β = 111.3◦ and γ = 90.3◦. Such values do not
deviate much from the ones reported by Redhammer et al. [63] (a = 9.474 Å, b = 8.390 Å,
c = 5.219 Å and β = 110.07◦) and they are inside the typical 1–5% inaccuracy of unit cell
determination from ED data [19]. The main crystallographic sections of the reconstructed
3D ED data are shown in Figure 7. The 0kl section shows that reflections appear when k = 2n,
the h, l = 2n reflection condition is fulfilled for the h0l section, and the hk0 section exhibits
systematic extinctions that belong to the reflection condition h + k = 2n, therefore confirming
the expected C2/c space group. In comparison to the dataset of LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2, the
orientation of the crystal with respect to the geometry of the experimental setup was in
such a way that enough information was collected from the main reciprocal sections, which
allows here to properly determine the symmetry of the crystal.
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Table 4 shows crystallographic parameters and found atom fractional coordinates of
the structure solutions obtained from the different crystallographic methods.

Table 4. Crystallographic experimental parameters of the structure solution of LiAl(SiO3)2 and their
atomic coordinates obtained by direct methods in SIR2014, charge-flipping in Jana2006 and the global
optimization method in Endeavour using the extracted intensities by ADT3D (max-int file) and PETS2
(fit-int file).

X-ray:
Single-Crystal

[63]

3D ED with PED

Direct Methods Charge-Flipping Global Optimization

ADT3D PETS2 ADT3D PETS2 ADT3D PETS

Used Resolution (Å) - 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 - -

Total/Used 1 Refl. (#) - 1597/256 749/261 1597/257 749/262 1597 749

Completeness (%) - 44.8 45.7 46.7 47.4 - -

Rint (%) 2 - 11.8 13.1 11.8 13.1 11.8 13.1

R(F)/R1(obs) (%) 3 - 12.8 9.3 38.0 48.9 46.59 5 44.82 5

RMSD 4 - 0.017 0.025 0.024 0.017 0.035 0.027

Atomic fractional coordinates (x, y, z)

Li1 0.0 0.2746 0.25 0.0 0.2688 0.25 0.0 0.2791 0.25 Not found Not found 0.0 0.2615 0.25 0.0 0.2725 0.25

Al1 0.0 0.9067 0.25 0.0 0.9029 0.25 0.0 0.9066 0.25 0.0 0.9065 0.25 0.0 0.9044 0.25 0.500 0.408 0.246 0.500 0.407 0.246

Si1 0.2941 0.0935
0.2559

0.2980 0.0951
0.2555

0.2974 0.0945
0.2517

0.2892 0.0951
0.2630

0.2917 0.0941
0.2565

0.2899 0.0942
0.2690

0.2941 0.0944
0.2720

O1 0.1096 0.0825
0.1404

0.1040 0.0856
0.1378

0.1096 0.0830
0.1400

0.1019 0.0828
0.1420

0.1049 0.0844
0.1430

0.1137 0.0840
0.1310

0.1129 0.0846
0.1250

O2 0.3647 0.2669
0.3004

0.3647 0.2691
0.2972

0.3565 0.2658
0.3073

0.3628 0.2666
0.2999

0.3646 0.2663
0.3014

0.3586 0.2665
0.2980

0.3611 0.2652
0.2960

O3 0.3565 0.9867
0.0585

0.3555 0.9912
0.0598

0.3628 0.9872
0.0469

0.3601 0.9920
0.0579

0.3618 0.9914
0.0598

0.3492
−0.016 0.0697

0.3543
−0.022 0.0621

1 Used reflections refer to symmetrically independent reflections up to the used resolution. 2 As given by SIR2014 for ADT3D
hkl files and as given by PETS2 for PETS2 hkl files. 3 R(F) as given by SIR2014 for direct methods solutions and R1(obs)
as given by Jana2006 calculated from the obtained charge-flipping solutions. 4 Calculated in SIR2014 only from the found
atoms. 5 Calculated by Endeavour software after the global optimization of the structure.

3.4.1. Direct Methods

The max-int file was first used to retrieve the structure model. Although twelve ghost
atoms were given by SIR2014, silicon, aluminum and oxygen atoms were correctly found
with electrostatic potential peaks significantly higher than the remaining atomic positions,
and a maximum deviation with respect to the reference structure model of 0.06 Å, which
correspond to one of the oxygens. The lithium was spotted to be one of the atoms with
much lower potential values and a position difference of 0.05 Å in comparison to the
reference one.

The result of the fit-int file is quite similar to the one of max-int file. In this case, the
six highest peaks obtained by SIR2014 correspond to the six atoms of the structure model.
The software package correctly assigned the element for each atom. A maximum position
difference of 0.1 Å is detected for two of the oxygens, while lithium is placed very closed to
the reference one (0.04 Å).

The R(F) values obtained from both structures (including ghost atoms) are 12.8% and
9.3%, respectively. Here it is interesting to note that the R(F) is better for the fit-int file even
if the structure model is slightly worse with respect to the reference one. In comparison to
the result of PrBa2Cu3O7, the low completeness does not seem to be a limiting factor for
finding a correct structure solution, and the higher quality of the reflection intensities helps
to elucidate a proper crystalline model.

3.4.2. Charge-Flipping

Initially, the max-int file was used to retrieve structure models. After changing the
default ADP to 2 Å2 (Biso) and selecting a fixed composition for peak search, a structure
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solution with all atoms except lithium could be found with a maximum deviation of 0.08 Å
(corresponding to one of the oxygens) with respect to the reference positions. SUPERFLIP
assigned the lithium to other maxima of the calculated electrostatic potential but far away
from the correct one. This has been also the case for SIR2014 when dealing with the max-int
file, but the availability of other ghost atoms in the given structure solutions allowed the
possibility to properly locate it.

The extracted results from the fit-int file were not different to the ones obtained with
the max-int file, although the default value for the ADP (0 Å2) was kept in this case. A
maximum deviation with respect to the reference structure was found to be 0.06 Å for one
of the oxygens.

The final R1(obs) for these structure models are 38.0% and 48.9%, respectively, and,
similar to the results from direct methods, the low completeness doesn’t prohibit to properly
obtain accurate structure models. One of the differences is that the parameters of SUPER-
FLIP (method to assign atom positions, ADP value and resolution) had to be tweaked more
than in SIR2014 so that the program could correctly interpret and assign the peaks of the
electrostatic potential.

3.4.3. Global Optimization Method

The same global optimization process has been followed for LiAl(SiO3)2 as described
previously for LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2. The only difference between these compounds is that for the
current structure, LiAl(SiO3)2, all atom positions are fully occupied. It was also necessary here
to set higher weight for the Coulomb potential energy (0.95 potential energy vs. 0.05 R factor),
otherwise the structure solution did not converge to the right model. In this way, it was also
possible to successfully determine all atom positions, including the light Li atom positions
for both type of extracted intensity (RMSD of 0.035 Å for the max-int intensity file and
RMSD 0.027 Å for the fit-int intensity file) (Figure 8). Interestingly, R values for the final
structures were much lower in comparison to LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2 (46.59% for max-int hkl file
and 44.82% for fit-int hkl file). The possible difference in R values may come due to the
better reflection intensities quality obtained using a superior camera, which also allowed a
data acquisition procedure in low dose conditions to minimize beam damage. Furthermore,
the use of STEM mode for crystal search and data acquisition also facilitates and reduces
redundant illumination of targeted crystals, a feature that is essential in order to get suitable
data for crystal structure determination of beam sensitive materials such as Li-containing
compounds [17,18].
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4. Conclusions

Four inorganic materials have been studied by means of 3D ED data with different
degrees of completeness and quality for crystal structure determination. Each compound
was evaluated by three different structure solution algorithms (direct methods, charge-
flipping and global optimization), and two different intensity extraction methods were also
compared for three of the datasets. Analysis of the structure solution success was given by
comparing the models from ED data with the corresponding phases obtained from X-ray
diffraction found in the literature.

The global optimization method as implemented in Endeavour successfully found all
atom positions for LiAl0.8Fe0.2(SiO3)2, LiAl(SiO3)2 and PrBa2Cu3O7, including the lithium
ones. However, this method is not designed to handle crystal structures with partially
occupied atom positions, like BaCuO2, which may lead to spurious atom positions in
the structure solution, thus challenges in terms of finding an initial model. Furthermore,
structures that have high symmetry and unit cells with at least one long axis become
computationally expensive and, at the end, considerably slows down the search for the
global optimum.

The results presented here also show that a robust and successful ab initio structure
solution by direct methods is possible for beam sensitive Li-bearing compounds even from
datasets with low completeness (~45%), provided that the data is acquired in low dose
conditions with a higher signal-to-noise electron detector. It has also been observed that in
these conditions crystal structure determination from direct methods is slightly more robust
than charge-flipping, which may be expected given the statistical foundation of the direct
methods algorithm. Another way to improve the chance of a successful structure solution
would be to merge different datasets of the same material to push up the completeness, but
this was out of the scope in this work and it has been already reported [88,89].

The more challenging dataset analysed here was the case of BaCuO2, where even the
heavy atom positions were not successfully determined with any of the tested methods.
This could be explained by its occupational disorder, the 3D ED collection without the use
of precession and the poor data quality of the detector. One way to increase the chances to
retrieve a successful model would be to acquire such data with the use of precession, since
it has been demonstrated that the integration of reflections by means of precession helps to
minimize dynamical effects [90] thus reflections could follow better the kinematical theory
of diffraction from which direct methods, charge-flipping and global optimization are
based on. However, these algorithms are not designed to give ab initio partially occupied
atoms and it may still require to refine the structure solutions in order to properly describe
the material.

The global optimization method can be considered as an alternative crystallographic
structure solution method for 3D ED data by adjusting the weighting of the potential energy
with respect to the R factor. It is important to keep in mind that the primary goal of this
method should not be the chase for an extremely low R value. Instead, one is looking for a
chemically and physically reasonable structure model for which the calculated R value is
the lowest of all candidate structures (i.e., solutions obtained from multiple Endeavour runs
with different seed values). The structure analyses carried out in this work showed that
even when the R value of a reasonable structure model is around 40–50%, the R values of
competing solutions are typically still larger (e.g., 70–80% or even more), thus the relatively
best R value is what one has to look for. However, an R value of 40–50% can be reached by a
large variety of arbitrary atomic arrangements, but most of them are not reasonable from a
physical/chemical point of view. For this reason, the inclusion of the potential energy in the
cost function helps to eliminate this large majority of unreasonable structure models. At this
point one could even think of completely omitting the diffraction data and optimizing just
the potential energy of the system, i.e., to predict the crystal structure. While this is certainly
possible in Endeavour, it turns out that in many cases the resulting structure models are still
somewhat wrong. They may already be similar to the correct crystal structure, but there
are typically still some details missing. The main reason for this is the extremely simple
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2-body-function used for the calculation of the potential energy (Coulomb interactions
and minimum interatomic distances, as shown in the Supplementary Materials) [91–93].
The addition of the R value linked to the experimental diffraction data in the overall cost
function helps to drive the model into the right direction, even if reflection intensities
deviate from their theoretically expected values. In other words, the use of experimental
data enables the bridge from crystal structure prediction to crystal structure determination.

Global optimization methods in general are computationally expensive techniques,
therefore their use should be recommended for the edge cases where direct methods or
charge-flipping fail to yield a structure. The presented results show how data acquired
with older TEMs and detectors can be utilised to successfully obtain structures of inorganic
compounds via the application of global optimisation methods. Ultimately, this increases
the accessibility of instruments that can be used to collect 3D ED data for crystal structure
determination of nanocrystals.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/sym14112355/s1.
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